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PRIME MINISTER'S MEETING WITH THE NI PAK'l'Y LEADERS 

The Prime Minister is to see the tour leaders of the 
Ireland constitutional parties at No 10 at 3.45 pm on 11 
February. Mr Brooke, Mr King together with Or Mawhinney and the 
Permanent secretary, John Chilcot, will be present. 

I enclose a steering brief together with: 

a possible introductory speaking note (annex A) 

the Unionists' paper on security (annex B) 

background notes on security (annex C - to follow on 
Monday) 

the joint statement of 27 January (annex 0) 

a possible joint statement for issue after Tuesd8y's 
meeting (annex�) 

a possible Government statement for issue after the meeting 
(annex .f).
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I should emphasise that it has not been possible to show this 

material to Mr Brooke before it is despatched to you nor to clear 

the proposals with him. In particular he has yet to weigh the 

arguments for proscribing the UOA. 

It might be appropriate, following the meeting, for the Prime 

Minister to transmit a message about its outcome to 

Mr Reynold�. We can consider the form of such a message nearer 

the time. 

Copies go to Richard Gozney, Colin Walters and Jane Binstead and 

to Sonia Phippard. 

WR FI'ITALL 
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CONFIDENTIAL 

PRIME MINISTER'S MEETING WITH HI PARTY LEADERS: STEERING BRIEF 

Objectives 

A key objective of the meeting will, clearly, be to steady nerves in 

Northern Ireland in the wake of last weeks violence, which left 

twelve dead. It will therefore be important to manifest the 

Government's determination that the security situation is not, and 

will not be allowed to get, out of control. our broad political 

objective is to emphasise to the party leaders their obligation to 

give an effective lead in the political sphere, but without 

exacerbating their own sensitivities (on display in the House on 6 

February). about being blamed for the absence of political progress. 

Our tactical political objective is to reaffirm/consolidate the 

agreement on inter-party talks reached on 27 January in a form which 

will permit talks to recommence after the election. (Despite higher 

expectations elsewhere - eg Mr McNamara•s comments in the House 

yesterday - Mr Brooke believes that this is the most ambitious 

short-term objective which can be safely commended to the Prime 

Minister.) 

�curitv; Party Approache� 

The party leaders' views and objectives in relation to security 

policy differ widely. The DUP will undoubtedly press for a "hard »

pro-active security line, of which internment, and an approach to 

the nationalist community which verges on collective punishment, are 

key elements. The DUP's detailed proposals are at Annex B. The UUP 

approach is more cautious and appreciative of the difficulties, but 

they too may see •selective" internment (of which their security 

spokesman, Mr Maginnis, is the ohief proponent) and the •unleashing• 

of the security forces as key elements in a major reordering of 

security priorities. For both parties, border 

CONFIDENTIAL 
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security may be an important theme, both in its own right and as an 

opportunity to snipe at the Government of the Republic for wider 

political reasons. 

The SDLP 1 s main objective, on the other hand, will be to avoid the 

introduction of measures, such as internment, which would be deeply 

resented in the nationalist community and which would simultaneously 

weaken the SDLP's position and build up extremists. It goes without 

saying that the "collective punishment" approach advocated by the 

DUP falls into this category. On the contrary, Mr Hume will 

probably wish to emphasise the need for any new measures to be 

directed at least as clearly against loyalist, as against 

republican, terrorists. He is in favour of proscribing the UDA. The 

Alliance party are conscious that there is no "quick fix". They are 

against internment and are unlikely to favour other drastic 

measures; but may welcome higher force levels. They would also 

welcome UDA proscription. 

General Approach to secyrity Is� 

Keynotes for this meeting are perhaps reassurance, realism, 

responsibility and, above all, confidence. We need to convey the 

constancy of our approach (itself a powerful weapon against 

terrorism) and to make clear that, whilst we are prepared to 

consider .a,ny measure which will_filll.k, the alternatives being put 

forward to present security policy are, in the Government's 

judgement, unlikely to meet that test. 

On substance, it has been agreed that two additional battalions 

should be made available in Northern Ireland. l Royal Highlan� 

Fusiliers have been deployed to the Province since 18 January; l 

Queens' will complete deployment by the evening of Monday 

10 February. The Prime Minister will be able to confirm on Tuesday 

that both battalions are deployed. [In aqdition, consideration is 

being given to the possibility of proscribing the UDA.J 

Points to make in opening the meeting, on security and politics, are 

attached as Annex A; additional security points are in Annex c.

© PRONI CENT/1 /24/23A CONFIDENTIAL 
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K)LITICS 

Mr Brooke and the four Northern Ireland party leaders accepted on 

27 January that, in the absence of agreement on the ground rules for 

fresh talks, new talks could not begin this side of the general 

election. An impasse was reached over the extent to which the 

Unionists could be e%pected to give a commitment to continue the 

talks after the general election, in the event of a change of 

administration. They argued that, in the event of a change of 

administration they would need to consult the new Government to 

ensure that they would continue the talks on the same basis; the 

SDLP and Irish Government regarded such a pre-condition as 

unnecessary. 

Although there was no agreement on a basis for fresh talks the party 

leaders had no wish for recrimination and were anxious to avoid a 

vacuum in the period up to the election. They therefore agreed that 

political dialogue would continue in the shape of discussions with 

the Secretary of State on matters of common concern, including 

economic issues, and that party delegations would attend factual 

briefings on the machinery of Government in Northern Ireland. 

The tactical objective of the meeting is to �ecyre a restat�ment Qf 

the �arty lead�rs• commitment �o the political proc�ss. in the terms 

of the joint statement of 27 January attached as Annex D. At 

Questions on 6 February the Prime Minister emphasised the value of 

political dialogue and, in follow-up questions to Mr Brooke's 

statement, Mr McNamara called on the Prime Minister to use Tuesday's 

meeting to ask the party leaders to reconsider their positions on 

the political talks. Ministers can therefore expect follow-up 

g\lestions, after Tuesday's meeting, to see whether new impetus will 

be given to the political talks. 

CONFIDENTIAL 
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There would be nothing to be gained, in our judgement, from pressing 

the leaders to reconsider starting new talks before the election. 

That issue was firmly disposed of at Mr Brooke's meeting on 

27 January (Jonathan Margetts reported to you in his letter of 28 

January). 

An alternative would be to intensify the political dialogue which 

the party leaders have agreed to continue with Mr Brooke in the 

period up to the election (in the shape of discussions on matters of 

common concern and tutorials about the machinery of Government in 

Northern Ireland) but, objectively, this would be perceived as 

irrelevant to the central issue. 

This �uggests that the Prime Minister's approach should be to 

encourage the party leaders to reaffirm their commitment to the 

talks process, in the terms of the joint statement issued by them, 

and Mr Brooke, on 27 January. This would strike a positive note in 

Northern Ireland and demonstrate that the Prime Minister had helped 

to bind the leaders into the process. The draft statements at 

Annexes E & F draw on the language of the 27 January statement. 

The party leaders (especially Mr Molyneaux and Dr Paisley) may react 

badly against any implication that the breakdown of the talks has 

contributed to the deterioration in the security situation or, 

conversely, that constructive political development could bring 

terrorism to· an end. Our analysis is that in the medium to long 

.t.e.I.m a resolution of the underlying political tensions would have a 

significant positive impact on the security situation. This is 

reflected in the introductory speaking note below. 

CONFIDENTIAL 
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Regardless of the nature of the link between political development 

and security, the Prime Minister may wish to emphasise that Northern 

Ireland politicians' public positions on security matters can 

influence public confidence. It is legitimate to ask the Unionist 

leaders to weigh public statements carefully to ensure that they do 

not undermine efforts to maintain the confidence of the whole 

community in the effectiveness and the impartiality of the security 

forces and of the Government's security policies. Equally, it is 

legitimate to press Mr Hume to acknowledge, publicly, the 

considerable efforts which have been made in recent years to ad�ress 

issues which might have adversely affected minority attitudes to the 

administration of justice in Northern Ireland. 

Again�t that background, points to make on politics are included in 

Annex A. 

CONFID�NTIAL 
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ANNEX A 

INTRODUCTORY SPEAKING NOTE 

l. Most grateful to you for agreeing to discuss the Northern
Ireland situation with me and Peter Brooke today. The immediate
context of my invitation to you is of course the horrific terrorist

attacks which have taken place since the start of this year. My
visit to the Province on 20 January brought home to me not only the

enormous resilience and courage of the Northern Ireland community
whom you represent, but also the malignity of the shadow which the
terrorists - a very small minority of the population - can still
cast over the everyday lives of men and women in the North. I know
of course that the level of violence has greatly reduced since the
1970s, but that can seem little consolation to those who have been
bereaved or to elected representatives whose constituents are still
suffering.

2. As Peter Brooke has said, the individual tragedies of
Northern Ireland are part of a wider tragedy which the whole
community shares. As Prime Minister, I want, and the Government
wants, the same goal as the vast majority of the population - a
stable and peaceful society. Terrorism is the greatest threat -
though not the only obstacle - to-that goal; and we are very far
from viewing with complacency the ability of the terrorists to
continue their vicious attacks despite the very many successes which

the security forces have had - for example, the fact that 38
terrorists were cparged with murder in 1991 as against 18 in 1990.

3. I am very willing to discuss specific ideas and proposals
to improve the security situation in the course of this meeting, but
I must make clear now that I believe that the broad lines of our
present policy are correct and, in particular, that we will not
abandon the underlying principle of that policy, which is a
determination to deal with terrorism µnder the rule of law.

CONFIDENTIAL 
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But although that ll the right strategy, t believe there is 

scope to make even more clear our determination to see off terrorism 

and to safeguard Northern Ireland's right to aecide its own future. 

I therefore want to tell you of two steps the Government has taken 

to improve security in the Province further and to reassure the 

community of our absolute even handed determination to stay the 

course and defeat the men of violence. 

Eirst, it has always been true that adjustments to the levels 

and deployment of military support tor the police are 

constantly made in order to counter the terrorist threat 

effectively. At the moment, llQ. additional battalions of 

soldiers are operating in Northern Ireland - one on a 

short-term basis to help maintain the current high level of 

security force operations, and the other undertaking a special 

one-off task in the west of the Province - the refurbishment of 

a number of permanent vehicle check points on the aorder. We 

have now decided that the short-term battalion will remain in 

the Province for as long as it is needed, and that in addition 

a further battalion will be posted to Northern Ireland to 

support the RUC in their unrelenting drive to bring terrorists 

to justice. There will therefore now be two extra battalions 

of soldiers in Northern Ireland dedicated to counter-terrorism, 

in addition to the ten which were in any case allocated to the 

Province and the one undertaking the special task in Fermanagh. 

( If pi:·oscription of UOA is decided upon: second. Peter Brooke 

has also reviewed whether, in the light of the particularly 

appalling attack which the UFF carried out in south Belfast 

last week, and the intimate association which exists between 

the UFF and the UDA, it is right that the UDA should remain a 

legal organisation. He has decided that the public interest 

now requires that membership of the UDA should be made illegal, 

and an order proscribing the organisation has been signed and 

will become effective from midnight.] 

CONFIDENTIAL 
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5. [These are] [this is] not the only initiatives we have in train

to improve security in Northern Ireland. The closest possible 

cross-border security co-operation is of the highest importance in 

defeating terrorism, and I discussed a number of security issues 

with Mr Haughey when I met him in Dublin last December. I look 

forward to reviewing progress on these issues when r meet his 

successor. In addition (and I should be grateful if you could treat 

this information as confidential) the Chief Constable has proposed, 

in the constant drive to make more effective use of our existing 

resources, a method of restructuring the senior management of the 

RUC in order to improve the leadership and co-ordination of the 

anti-terrorist effort, and this is in the final stages of necessary 

consideration. The security forces will also continue to undertake 

a range of targetted and pro-active measures to surprise and arrest 

the terrorists, and frustrate their plans. 

6. I hope I have said enough to demonstrate that the Government is

giving the highest priority to combating and defeating those in 

Northern Ireland who are enslaved by their own misguided obsessions 

into the service of evil. But the defeat of terrorist violence, 

central though it is, is not the only factor in the complex equation 

which I hope will bring peace and stability to the Province. 

CONFIDENTIAL 
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Politi,Qei 

Regret that it did not prove possible to resolve the one 

significant remaining obstacle to launching fresh talks before 

the election. 

Share the view, which you all endorsed on 27 January that 

discussions over the past two years have produced a basis for 

political dialogue which retains great potential and has yet to 

be fully exploited. 

Continue to believe that the most productive way forward is to 

pursue the concept of a new and more broadly based structure or 

agreement based on a re-examination of the three levels of 

relationships. 

Government is determined to seek further substantive progress 

as soon as circumstances permit. 

would be an encouragement to the people of Northern Ireland if 

you reaffirmed your commitment to the political process in the 

terms of the joint statement of 27 January. 

Mr arooke also looks forward to continuing exchanges with the 

Northern Ireland parties on matters of common concern. 

L.irus between security and Political D�velopment 

I am glad to have this opportunity to exchange views with Northern 

Ireland's political leaders on matters of central concern to all the 

people of Northern Ireland. I hope this contact will continue and 

that Government policies will be responsive to the local needs which 

you articulate. 
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It is vital that constitutional politicians give the right lead and 

continue to draw the vital distinction between constitutional 

politics - whatever the differences between the parties - and 

terrorism. Dialogue and agreement are the signposts to a better 

future, not bombs and bullets. 

I have consistently supported the talks process in which you have 

all engaged. I share the hope you all expressed on 27 January that 

the talks should be resumed after the election so that their 

potential can be fully exploited. 

I accept, as I believe you all recognised last June, that no 

political accommodation could influence a highly committed 

individual to abandon terrorism. But I am sure that a �rosperous, 

stable community with vibrant and effective local political 

institutions might undermine the motivation of at least some 

terr2rists and would make it barder fqr terrorists to obtain the 

practiQal and rn2ral support they require. 

I also agree that determined and effective security force action 

will be a central component in bringing terrorism to an end. But 

equally I am sure that la� and order could more effectively b,e

Ifil'intained in HQrthern Ireland if there were a greater basic 

political consensus leading to wider pyblic support for and 

.Q.Onfigence in the security forces. That is why I believe the talks 

have an important part to play in tackling terrorism and why I hope 

you will today reaffirm your commitment to the talks process. 

[Note: the underlined passages are drawn from a summary of the 

"common themes• which emerged from the talks which took place last 

Summer. Although not formally endorsed by the parties they were no 

challenged. The words may therefore strike a positive chord.] 

CH/SIL/18950 
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t ttrrorlst upsurge has brought the lRA's rate' of attrition� its highest for a decade.� 
n ta cs r·'11 not defeat the IRA terror campaign. It is a complete root and branch change in security 
;,olky a.-� desperately needed. The death of civilians and members of the security forces, along with 
ind th recent inaea.se in IRA attacks on ea)tlomic targets and government buildings is evidence that the 
?te� secw-ity policy has drastically failed. 

.. 

rerrot sm has inaeued because the terrorists knew that their methods MVe initiated politic:al change. 
The fo er prime minister of the United l<ingdom, Margaret Thatcher, submitted to the men of violence 
U\d eir fellow travellers whffl she signed the Attglo lruh Agreement. Concessions made as a 
:on uence of violence encourage greater violence. 

The estruction in OW' province ls entirely the fault or the IRA enCO\l.raged by the sunenders of
1ucc:es ivegovemments. Thatdestruaionmustbebroughttoahalt,militazymightmustbe turned upon 
�em of violen� and they mu.,t be stopped. Any attampt to ac:commodate the IRA and their political 
wing i to talks will signal to the people of Ulster that the government is not interested in peace but rather 
nas its �ights set on surrender.Uthe government chooses to talk with Sinn Fein then they talk alone! The 
sugge�tion that if the IRA called a ceasefire it could be 'brought into the talks process is simply not 
1ccept ble. , · 

The pr re�wsite to the defeat of terrorism is the possession and demonstration by the authorities of tM 
will to win. Without the political will to win there can never be success. This i$ so because terroristn 
surviv s only where the terrorist possesses hope of victory. Extinguish that hope and the first step has 
been t�ken to extinguish terrorism. The primary reason why Ulster has suffered so many years of 
unabated terrorism is simply that the British government has demonstrated it has no will to win the war 
but on!the contrary has shown its 'Willingness to acquiesce in the achievement by the IRA of its goal for 
a Unit'd Ireland. The !act that the governr.:-.ent has told the world through the Anglo Irish Agreement,
that a ratlonalist majority (even of one) will be aided to bring about a United Ireland. While under the
Agreerent a•Unionist majority has no rights whatsoever. By refusing t0 deal effectively with the IRA 
and Si� Fein the government signal its desire to acc:ommodate n�t eradicate the IRA. 

BO DER SECURITY 

Any r�appraisal of the security situation must deal with the security of the border between this part oi 
the lJtyted Kingdom and the Irish Republic. The open border has becorne the lifeline of the '8n'Orists 
campa1gn. It is used as a conduit to deliver a.n:ns and explosives to the IRA in the province. The Republic 
has prpved itself to be the sale haven of the IRA. Recent changes to the extradition procedure are 
ineffec:;?ve and have done nothing of significance to deter the IRA frcxn usmg the Republic u its 
head�. The government o! the Republic of Ireland hu left tht IRA unmolested there to work for 
the d�trudion of our land. In order to dry up the IRA supply of arms &%\d its use of the open border as 
a life�e the government must act either unilaterally or with cooperation, by effectively sealing the Wld 
frontier. Extensive manning of the border and requiring the use only of limited official crossings must 
be a p�ority on this front. To attempt to deal with the IRA without addres.5ing this problem is to act ir. 
vain. The border can be $ea! , 

I 
INT�RIOR SECURITY 
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,, th� UC Q\ief Constable's requ�t for an additional 400 new recruits and making him wait• year
">e!ore iving approval has been _a costly error. It demonstrates the govemmestts inept approach to the 
ieCWi problem. There inust be an •ven greater 'inaease in the MC'W'ity per10Mel and that inc:re.ue 

· >Ught � �ade now. , \ . 
· 

e eh ef concerns ol the RUC should be counter insurgency , intelligence gathering, the proted:lon o(
ivil HJ and property, and the prosecution of terrorists. The present security policy demoiutrates that 
:he seowity for,es are deployed only in reaction to IRA activities and the pursuit ol a policy of 
�ontailiment based on achieving 'an acceptable level 0£ violence.' The public's primary concern is that

:he poUc:e a.nd the other security services should be put on the offwive against the IRA. Any new 
;ecw-i

tE
licy m\.lSt give expression to a pro active approach to thepolld.ng o/ our land. Por too long the 

;ecuri services have been left to c:hase shadows and defend an area alter the 1RA hu been successful 
:n atta g. A pollc:y that permits such an approach will continue to fail and must cease. 

TH USE OF CIVILIANS 

:1vmar:5 should be recruited into a part time bac..lc �p fo�c::e which could mobilise upw�ds of 50,000 men
1t a time of emergency. It would be broadly speaking eqwvalent to the old 'C' class special constabulary 
md sh6uld not be confused With the RUCR which would remain the ma.in res-erve of manpower for the 

I RUC. ·I 

THE RING OF STEEL 

Undou tedly the presence of securlty checks in Belfast and the restriciioN on parking play a part in the 
preven · on of terrorism. But it would be more prudent to augment , iI not replat'e these operations by 
3ealing off a11· areas known by the security forces to 'be the haunt$ of the terrorists and by searching CM! 
.ind in�ividi:als as they le�ve these areas rather than when they e.nter the dtie$ and towns. Targets are 
many t

�
rorists arecomparitively few-sufficient reason �ereforetoconcentrateon te:-roristsnottargets 

The po ice and anny would be better deployed preventing the move.ment of arms and explosives frotr. 
source a ther than reacting to an explosion. Placing a ring cf steel around the law abiding coinmuni ty will 
:mly pr,event the minimum of devices entering those areas. Stopping the devices at source will achievf 
znore tlhan stopping them during transport. 

SEA�CH AND SEIZURE OPERATIONS 
An ob�ious example of this principle would entail the unexpected c:lo,ing and sealing of known terrorl! 
sanetu4ties and search.ing in a most thorough manner for wanted terrorists and their weapons. Thi 
would �lace the terrorists in Wlparalleledinsecurity astheywou.ldnolongerbesuretheyhad safe house 
and ar�as from which to operate. We would llke to see a decisive increase in this type of operation. Recml 
'finds' pave proved the wisdom of this approach. 

I 

I.D JAROS
!dent!

+ card5 should be issued for the entire community, down to the age of 14 with a (X)lllputer bac 
· -- - - ~ -:urity forces checking ol suspicious or unknown persons would be sreatty aided. 
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Irela:nd their saaince should not be challenged in this despicable way. Since _their inception 
6 UDR members have been killed by terrorists. In addition .U fonner members have bee.n 

,urd .,by the IRA and 377 tnernbers have been seriously wounded. The UOR. provides value for 
,oney or�,· ·�pie the tJOR a>st £1 .Sm pet WHk to operate while the Rt.1C ccsts £1.Sm per day! No other 

'l'll!'lllll-..,.,,r+ · f tr.. .ec:unty forces 1s so cost effective. The UDR are responsible for only 0.28'10 of deaths in
J .l'\efn Ireland contrary to black propaganda spread by the regiments enemies. Twice in the last three 
"ontrui the Chief Constable has had to call up part time members to full tittle duties in order to relieve 
he �ity situation. Ulster has foW'ld ftself saying , 'Thank God for the UOR'. For their saai.fice the 
;ov · ent wish to remove the UDR via the back door ol a merger. It is now time for the government 
o give 'bute where tribute is due?

.vtO ITORING OF KNOWN SUSPECTS 
I 

�tj' chiefs and government sources suggest there are only a small o( hardened terrorists in the
omm1ftlty, They have gone so far as to put an e!titt'late of 400 known terrorists. the security forces 
:-om pnre a total of 30,000 members some of whom should be deployed monitoring the movements of 
hese s�spects and using that information to follow up with charges. It would be more profitable to mark 
he terrprists than guess and guard their targets. 

I 

I 
I � 

DETENTION WITHOUT TRIAL 
I 

:xecutiledetention must be available if all else fails it should be considered as part of therounter terrorist 
I 

:trat�.

I 
5ENfE�CING 
I"he fwl security picture will never be complete until their is proper sentencing to fit the crime. We
::on tend that the govern..�ent should legislate and introduce mandatory minimwn sentences for those 

I 

�ound �l ty of terrorist of!ences. The level of remission for terrorist offences must be reviewed. The DUP 
:\old tojthe view that capital punishment would serve as the greatest deterrent of all for capital crime. 

PR�AGANDA WAR
i 

The go� '\ment should significantly step up its propaganda against terrorism with extensive use of the
:nedia. i-. _-_ propagill\dA wnpaign must be extended overseas.

I 

These measures are a few of the changes that would be necessary to take the batUt to a.nd clef eat 
�trtor�m. At the hearl of any counter terrorist strategy must be a resolute determination to defeat the 
enemy� The will to win m\.lSt be the core ol the government'• policy and should not be limited or 
:ircum�cribed by a conctm of how other c:oWttries or the terrorist's supporten might react. We u:ge 
!he go�emmcnt to act and ac:t n w.

i 
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LLIGENCE
.ie • · ·· ice �f good lnjgence u a counter me� to terrorism caMot be over estimated. '?he

m ' ibilny of guarding all vulnerable points and people makes it essential to know what the aims and 
mten ns of the terrorist are • 

.. 

SCRIPTION OF SINN FEIN
''Ther

�
W\X\ot be any reuon or indeed possible doubt that Sinn Fein is not only a politial wing but a15o 

a com lete accomplice and partner of the PIRA, that both intend to continue using violence, and that the 
identi of the murderers at\d the other perpetrators of grave aim� a.re according to police statements, wi::, known." This Is not only our view but the conclusion drawn by the governmenr• own security
ex in the Baker Report. 

The �rimary civil right basic to every individual is the right to live. If that is denied then no other right 
is of �y use. The IRA and SiM Fein have consistently denied to the people the right to live in a state of 
peace.I The IRA ck SiM Fein mi.tst be viewed as one and be totally alienated froxn the political process. 
The gJvernment must ba.n these organisations and pro�te the godfathers who sustain them . 

. l 
Pros�iption is an expr�sion of the outrage of the ordinary citizen, who comprise the overwhelming 
major�ty, at the barbaurous acts of these organisations, and at the revolting glee with which they claim 
respo�ibility for their ooutrages. If Sinn Fein is a mere front organisation for the IRA there would be 
sufficient groW\ds to proscribe it. The authorities have evidence that it is much more than that. The 
prese* electoral law on running for election to public office is totally inadaqu.ate and inafective. The 
goveri;unent must not pas5 the responsibility to others they must prosec:ute. 

Our law makes the encoW'agement of acts of terrorism illegal. Adams and his cohorts are permitted to 
engag� in flagrant breaches of the law without consequence. The republican leaders have by their words 
demoitstrated that they disregard the law and have brought it into wholesale disrepute. The government 
must P,rosecute the republican leaders as the godfathers of the c::rune and make laws that will enable the.m 
todo 

From i.me to time terrorist violence occurs in republican areu which is deh"berately orcl\estration to 
attra security persoMel into a trap. The government should use the power to impose a curfew on those 
areas here this illtgal and disruptive activity takes place. A curlew would serve the dual purpose of 
ham ring the terrorists from moving their explosives to their intended target during the hours of
darkn�s. It would serve to keep these hostile areas scrutinised by the security services. The curfew 
Noulq have the added bonus of fordng the dvUian population in the area concerned to press on the IRA 
to sto

i 
their campaign because o( the !neon venience such a curfew would bring. 

T,UDR
· · -·�a:d.o &t'0"'2l that the government means to stop its appeasement oi tenorum would be the

© PRONI CENT;1124123A
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-•A•�tnT uu•: LJ� • be C.tt'\•nn.:M1. The UDR have demonstrated their conu:nitrnent to the peace of
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JOim' STATI'MOO' oJ.] j MMAA4"f 117 J..
,n,e Secretary of State for �rthern Ireland. the Rt Hon Peter Brooke MP, 

"""��:-pa.rued by the Minister of State, Dr Brian Mawhinney MP, today rret N'JNGK D 
the leaders of the four rmi.n o:institutional political parties in Northern 
Ireland, the Rt rbn J�s �lyneaux MP, Mr John Hure MP MEP, Dr Ian Paisley MP MEP, 
and Or J"ohn.Mderdice. 

2. Together they reviewed the outcare of the round of discussions which have
taken place since last September in the search for agreeirent on a basis for
fresh political talks. 'lhey reasserted their supp,rt for a process of talks
based on the statetent of 26 March. Ha.iiever, they a.x,cluded with regret that
it was oot possible in present circurstances to prooeed to launch fresh
sub.stantive talks ant.he lines envisaged.

3. They agreed that the various exchanges which had taken place over the past
two years had been valuable in producing a basis for IX)litical dialogue which
retained great potential and had yet to be fully exploited. They recalled
the talks which took place between the parties in June and July last year
and reaffirrred the view that these had produced genuine dialogue and pr=ivided
a fiI:m foundation for further sub.stantive excharXJeS in due course. They
expressed the rope that this would be taken further at the appropriate time.

4. The pci_� leaders agreed that, in the rreantine, at the invitatioo of the
Secretary o-= State, they would rn:et to o:,nsider tratters of a:xmcn ooncern,
including in the econaro.c field, in the interests of all the people of Northern
Ireland. 'They also agreed to respond to an invitation to field party teams
to take part. for inforrration, in intensive factual briefings, under the
chairmanship of t.he Minister of State, on present financial and other administrat.l.ve
arrangare.rits .affecting the people of No;-t}lem Ireland.

5. 'n'le party leaders expressed the rope that by continuing to work together
and O'f nak.i.ng representations together on natters of o:tmai ooncern they would
a:mtribute to the growth of mutual trust and confidence within the o:mnunity
in Northern Ireland, which would eventually aid the talks process.
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CONFIDENTIAL 

The Prime Minister, the Rt Hon John Major MP, and Secretary of 

state for Northern Ireland, the Rt Hon Peter Brooke MP, this 

afternoon, at their invitation, met the leaders of the four main 

constitutional political parties in Northern Ireland, the Rt Hon 

James Molyneaux MP, Mr John Hume MP MEP, Dr Ian Paisley MP MEP, 

and Dr John Alderdice, in order to discuss the security situation 

in Northern Ireland. 

Together, the Prime Minister, the Secretary of State for Northern 

Ireland and the party leaders expressed their utter condemnation 

of continuing terrorist atrocities in Northern Ireland, and in 

particular of sectarian killings, which brought only tragedy and 

grief to the community. They reaffirmed their support for the 

democratic and constitutional political process, and their total 

rejection of the pursuit of political objectives through violence, 

threat, coercion or reprisal. The Prime Minister and the 

Secretary of State confirmed to the party leaders that the 

Government would take all necessary and effective measures within 

the rule of law to bring terrorism to an end. Terrorism would 

continue to be met with a firm, resolute and proactive security 

policy. There was no acceptable level of violence. 

The Prime Minister and the Secretary of State confirmed to the 

party leaders the importance which they attached to cross border 

security co-operation with the Rep�blic of Ireland, and that the 

two Governments were constantly seeki�g to enhance co-operation at 

all levels. 

The Prime Minister and the Secretary of State told the party 

leaders of their deep sympathy towards all those bereaved or 

injured as a result of terrorist violence, and paid tribute to the 

fortitude of the people of the Province. The Prime Minister, the 

secretary of State and the party leaders noted that the 

overwhelming majority of people in Northern Ireland deeply 

abhorred, and wanted no part of, the destruction perpetrated by a 

tiny terrorist minority, who were representative of no one but 
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,hemselves. They called on all sections of the community in 

-�k-�
__,

thern Ireland to continue to stand firm against terrorism, and 

eny the terrorists all support. 

The Prime Minister, the Secretary of State and the party leaders 

praised the courage of the security forces in Northern Ireland. 

The Prime Minister confirmed to the party leaders that, since the 

Secretary of State's statement to Parliament on 6 February, 

military support for the police in Northern Ireland had been 

further substantially increased, and that these additional 

soldiers had already been deployed. They would enable the 

security forces to increase the pressure on terrorists from both 

sides of the community. Recruitment of the additional 441 police 

officers approved last November was proceeding rapidly. [The Prime 

Minister also confirmed that the Ulster Defence Association had 

been proscribed by order under the Northern Ireland (Emergency 

Provisions} Act 1991]. 

The Prime Minister, the Secretary of State for Northern Ireland 

and the four party leaders recalled the talks which had taken 

place between the parties in June and July last year, and 

reaffirmed the view that these had produced genuine dialogue and 

provided a firm foundation for further substantive exchanges in 

due course. They reiterated their support for a process of 

politi�al talks based on the statement of 26 March 1991. They 

recalled that in their joint statement on 27 January 1992, the 

party leaders had agreed that, at the invitation of the Secretary 

of State, they would meet to consider matters of common concern, 

including i� the economic field, "in the interest of all the people 

of Northern Ireland. They had also agreed to respond to an 

invitation to field party teams to take part, for information, in 

intensive factual briefings, under the chairmanship of the 

Minister of State at the Northern Ireland Office, on present 

financial and other administrative arrangements affecting the 

people of Northern Ireland. The Prime Minister, the Secretary of 

State for Northern Ire1and and the party leaders welcomed this 

activity, 

dialogue. 

political 
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which had an important contribution to make to political 

They reiterated their hope that further substantive 

talks would be held at an appropriate time. 
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, noted the joint statement made by the Secretary of State and 

four party leaders on 27 January 1992, which had reasserted 

support for a process of political talks based on the statement of 

26 March 1991. The Prime Minister and the Secretary of State 

recalled that in that statement the party leaders had expressed 

the hope that by continuing to work together and by making 

representations together on matters of common concern they would 

contribute to the growth of mutual trust and confidence within the 

-community in Northern Ireland, which would eventually aid the

political talks process. The Prime Minister and the Secretary of

State reaffirmed to the party leaders their readiness, in

consultation with the Government of the Republic of Ireland, to do

all they could to establish a basis for further substantive

political talks at an appropriate time.

CORFIDEHTlAL 
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Annez fr:-
.ING STREET STA1'EMENI 

The Prime Minister, the Rt Hon John Major MP, and the Secretary of 

State for Northern Ireland, the Rt Hon Peter Brooke MP, this 

afternoon, at their invitation, met the leaders of the four main 

constitutional political parties in Northern Ireland, the Rt Hon 

James Molyneaux MP, Mr John Hume MP MEP, Dr Ian Paisley MP MEP, 

and Dr John Alderdice, in order to discuss the security situation 

in Northern Ireland. 

The Prime Minister, the Secretary of State for Northern Ireland 

[and the four party leaders] expressed their utter condemnation of 

continuing terrorist atrocities in Northern Ireland and in 

particular of sectarian killings, which brought only tragedy and 

grief to the community. They confirmed to the party leaders that 

the Government would take all necessary and effective measures 

within the rule of law to bring terrorism to an end. 

The Prime Minister and the Secretary of State said that terrorism 

could not and would not be tolerated and would continue to be met 

· with a firm, resolute and pro-active security policy. There was

no acceptable level of violence. 

They told the party leaders of their deep sympathy towards all 

those bereaved or injured as a result of terrorist violence, and 

paid tribute to the fortitude of the people of the Province. They 

noted that the overwhelming majority�of people in Northern Ireland 

deeply abhorred, and wanted no part of, the destruction 

perpetrated by a tiny terrorist minority. The Prime Minister, the 

Secretary of state [and the four party leaders] reiterated their 

total rejection of any attempt to promote political objectives by 

violence, threat, co-ercion or reprisal. 

The Prime Minister and the Secretary of State praised the courage

and professionalism of the security forces in Northern Ireland. 

They confirmed their determination to ensure that the police, 

supported by the armed forces, had the resources they needed to 

SC/SIL/18953 
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an ertake their difficult and dangerous work on behalf of the

whole community. The Prime Minister and the Secretary of State 

recalled that last November the Secretary of State had approved in 

full the Chief Constable's request for an additional 441 police 

officers, and reported that their recruitment was proceeding 

rapidly. [They also noted that on 7 separate occasions in the 

last 15 months, extra soldiers had been deployed to Northern 

Ireland to undertake specific operations or to meet specific 

needs. They confirmed to the party leaders that, since the 

Secretary of State's statement to Parliament on 6 February, 

military support for the police in Northern Ireland had been 

further substantially increased, and that these additional 

soldiers had already been deployed. They would enable the 

security forces to increase the pressure on terrorists from both 

sides of the community. ] [They also confirmed that the Ulster 

Defence Association had been proscribed by order under the 

Northern Ireland (Emergency Provisions) Act 1991]. 

The Prime Minister and the Secretary of State also reiterated the 

importance which they attached to ensuring that the security 

forces had the legal powers they needed in order to bring 

· terrorism to an end within the rule of law. They noted that new

safeguards and stronger powers to deal with terrorism had been

introduced in the Emergency Provisions Act last year, including

new po�ers against the financing of terrorism and a new offence of

directing a terrorist organisation. The legal framework would

continue to be kept under close review.

The Prime Mipister and the Secretary of State confirmed to the 

party leaders the importance which they attached to cross border 

security co-operation with the Republic of Ireland, and that the 

two Governments were constantly seeking to enhance co-operation at 

all levels. 

The Prime Minister and the Secretary of state reaffirmed the 

Government's determination to pursue an integrated set of policies 

in Northern Ireland which addressed political development and 

social and economic matters as well as the security situation. 
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